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WHY?

Acquisition 101
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Acquisition serves an important role in organization’s revenue plan – is the 

organization’s goal stability or growth?  If growth, how much growth is 

desired?

Depending on retention rate, need certain amount of new joins for 

stabilization, and more to grow.

Importance of acquisition
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To establish the necessary level of acquisition investment, need to 

understand file retention rate.  

File retention is never 100%

Retention is a calculation of file stability over time -- essentially a file count 

at one point in time compared to the file count 12 months later (minus any 

new joins in that period).

What is your retention?
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5,000 current members

75% retention rate

Need 1,250 member/year to stabilize file

Simple Math
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Case Study:  Cutting acquisition below stabilization levels
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Beyond just reinvigorating the membership program – it’s a great source of: 

$1,000+ donors

planned giving notifications

marketing/PR exposure.

A “Feeder” Program
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Membership as a pipeline to higher level giving

Membership plays 

a vital role in the 

overall fundraising 

continuum.  

Planned Gifts

Major Donors

Renewed Donors

New Donors

Prospects/Visitors

General Public

To get major and 

planned gifts, you 

must build up the 

donor pyramid.

Acquisition
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Most organizations invest in acquisition – which means they are losing money 

to acquire a new member with the expectation that the investment is returned 

in 3 to 5 years.

Acquisition = Investment
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Benchmarking Acquisition:  While arts groups get higher 

average gifts, the response rates are usually low – as a 

result, the net loss per member is the highest in the industry
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Benchmarking Renewals:  Renewals are where we recoup the 

acquisition investment – average gifts & response is strong –

as a result, the net per member is the highest in the industry.
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Who/Where?

Acquisition 101
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Best prospects?  Your recently lapsed members.

How are you reaching out to them?

 Mail, phone, email

 Feedback is important – WHY did they lapsed?  Anything need 

addressing on a global level?

The longer a member is lapsed, the less likely it is they will come back.

Best indicator of future gift is recency of the last gift.

Defining your prospect audience
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Museums have an advantage – your best member prospects walk through 

your door every day!

How are you capturing their information?

Once you have maximized outreach to lapsed 

members, time to look for new prospects
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On-site conversion

Good is membership signage?  

Obvious you have a member program?

 If not, consider “Membership Month” campaign

Have a membership desk?  Is it hidden?  Well 

staffed?

Facilitate training programs for museum staff and 

volunteers on how to  make the most effective 

membership ask

 Admission sales staff

 Gift shop staff

 Tour guides

 Food services

 Volunteers
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On-site conversion:  Membership Brochure

Good on-site brochure?

Is it prominently displayed?

 Ticket desk

 Gift shops

 Restaurants

 Lounge areas

 Bathrooms

Critical Components:

 Member-focused

 Compelling images

 Benefits clearly displayed

 Reply form
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Advertise Member Discount in Gift Shop/Restaurant

Member Shopping Days

Program Stuffers  

Raffle Cards

On-site conversion:  Additional Opportunities
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Is Membership easy to 

find on homepage?

Clear, direct way to 

capture visitor email 

addresses on home 

page

Incentive to provide 

email address

Converting Online Visitors
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Name and 
email 

captured 
online or 

onsite

Targeted 
welcome 

email

Engagement 
email (survey 

of recent 
experience 
and overall 
interests)

E-Newsletter 
or Educational 

Piece

Email 
Fundraising 

Ask

Direct Mail 
Fundraising 
Ask and/or 

telemarketing 
call

Converting Online Visitors

Consider creating a “Welcome Series” for prospects new to your e-list
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DO NOT LOOK TO EXTERNAL 

LISTS UNTIL YOU HAVE 

MAXIMIZED OUTREACH TO 

YOUR INTERNAL LISTS!

External Lists
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Options:

Exchange your list with a like-minded organization (usually only 

sharing names under $200)

Participate in a co-op 

Rent another organization’s list

External Lists
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HOW?

Acquisition 101
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Direct mail

Telemarketing

Email

Web

On-site

 VALUE OF INTEGRATION

Direct marketing acquisition can be executed through 

multiple channels
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Meet your member prospects where THEY are, allowing them to 

respond how THEY wish, rather than how YOU wish.

Channels reinforce each other

Results in a higher value member

Multi-channel is best approach
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Case Study:  Members who give through all available 

channels are the most valuable
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Most cost-effective way to reach largest prospect audience possible

List market allows access to names otherwise inaccessible

Can be personalized

Data segmentation allows results to be tracked in great detail so that each 

successive mailing is more effective than the last

Volumes are larger, so statistically valid overall results (and test results) are 

possible

Still the largest source of individual giving revenue

Collateral PR benefit and marketing/sales outreach

Benefits of using direct mail for acquisition
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High initial investment, especially for acquisition 

Postage and printing costs go up each year

Once it’s in the mail, there’s nothing you can do about it – no way to adjust strategy 

until the next mailing

Isn’t Direct Mail junk mail?  

Only if the cause does not interest you.  Otherwise, it’s an invitation to learn more and 

make an impact on an issue that’s important to you.

Challenges of using direct mail for acquisition
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A real conversation 

Real-time results – strategy can be changed from day to day

Higher response rate and average gift compared to DM and email

Most effective way to reinstate recently lapsed members (up to 5 years lapsed)

Able to respond to members’ objection responses directly – provides critical 

feedback 

Members who are contacted by phone and say “no” have a higher member value 

than members who are never contacted by phone

Benefits of using telemarketing for acquisition
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Expensive if done out-of-house 

Give up some degree of control 

Even productive campaigns only ever reach about 60% of the file

Doesn’t everyone hate telemarketing?  

For organizations with large member programs, telemarketing can produce 10-30% 

of the organization’s overall revenue.   You would be surprised by how much people 

like to talk!

Challenges of using telemarketing for acquisition
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Results are immediate and can inform DM and TM strategy

Higher average gift than DM

Lower cost than DM and TM – allows for more frequent contacts

Provides convenience to members (“click here and join today!”)

Reaches a younger member base

Provides collateral lift in results when used in conjunction with DM and TM

Benefits of using email for acquisition?
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Hard to capture email addresses, so universes are small

Response rates are still weak compared to DM and TM 

Data segmentation can be challenging due to the small universe, so statistically 

valid results are often not possible

Perception that it is free – and it’s not!

Online-only members can have lower retention rates

Can get caught in spam filters and never reach recipients

Isn’t online the next big thing in fundraising? Not yet.  Industry studies have 

shown that while online revenues are growing, they still represent only 5-20% of 

overall organizational revenue.

Challenges of using email for acquisition
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WHAT?

Acquisition 101
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The Arts Donor – a different breed 

Arts Donors … 

Put 90% emphasis on benefits, 

10% on philanthropy

View supporting the arts as 

important, but not the most critical 

issue in their lives

Base the decision to join on 

“What’s in it for me?” and “How 

will this strengthen my relationship 

with the organization?”

Give locally; they want direct and 

immediate benefit from gift

Want a quality product and direct 

access to it

Non-Arts Donors … 

Put less emphasis on benefits, with 

majority on mission

View the issues they support as 

critical in their lives (e.g., 

humanitarian aid, health, 

environment, etc.)

Give to be part of a higher cause  –

e.g., uniting resources to make a 

difference

Give nationally/internationally; they 

want to help someone or improve 

society as a whole, but do not expect 

personal benefit

Want results and to impact  positive 

social change
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Benefits-Based

Membership 

Model

Messaging is based on benefits and “what’s 

in it for me?”

To be successful, benefits must offer real 

value

More dependent on key events and insider 

access

Results in a more transactional relationship, 

especially at lower giving levels

Tends to result in more marginal commitment 

and lower retention rates

Institutional messaging focuses on mission

Tangible need drives the philanthropic case 

for support

More investment in educational materials 

required to inform members on need

Benefits still support—but don’t drive—

retention 

Results in a stronger member relationship 

with the organization and higher retention 

Acquisition Messaging:  Finding the right balance between a 

benefits-based and mission-based case for support  

Mission-Based 

Membership 

Model

Where is your organization 

on this spectrum?
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The most successful benefits-based membership programs offer benefits 

with the right balance of:

Access

Events

Recognition

Insider Knowledge/Education

Gifts/Discounts 

While all levels of membership should offer a mix of benefits that address 

each of these areas, the level of exclusivity, access, and public 

recognition should increase as the Membership levels increase. 

Messaging Options:  A Benefits-Based Ask
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Compelling case for support is critical with mission-based asks:

Humanize your mission:  Tell stories

Show impact of member support on museum’s ability to execute its 

mission – e.g. 50% of our operating costs are covered by member 

contributions.

Still include how the mission will help benefit YOU the member – e.g. 

great art in your city

Use “you” and “your membership gifts” frequently

Include quotes from other members on why they give

Consider adding “mission-based benefits”

Messaging Options:  A Mission-Based Ask
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General Best Practices:

Longer letters usually out-perform shorter letters

Signer should be most senior person at organization – titles matter!

Use of “Member” and “Membership” often drive a higher response 

Specific, exhibition-based acquisition message often results in high initial returns, 

but low long-term retention of those members.

 Balance core exhibition and on-going programming messaging with special 

exhibition highlights

Write at an eighth grade level

Keep messaging consistent across channels

Incorporate testing

Use source codes 

Overall Messaging Strategy
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1.Outside Carrier

2.Letter

3.Reply

4.Reply Envelope

4 critical components of a direct mail acquisition package
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Include organization name and address 

Postage treatment?

Teaser?  Other art?

Window or closed face?

Outside Carrier
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If personalized, member name and address correct?

Easy to read?  

Compelling intro?

Ask on page 1?  Special offer?  (urgency helps!)

Who signed it?

Frequent use of the word “You” and “Your gift”?

PS?

PROOFREAD!!!!!!

Letter
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Letter
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Member name and address correct?

Easy to complete?

Source Code?

Payment information?

All Membership levels listed?

Reply
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Correct return address?

BRE (Business Reply Envelope) or RAE (Return Address Envelope)?

Reply Envelope
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Inserts – Brochures, Testimonials, Survey, Lift Note, etc.

Premium?

Optional Extras
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Successful Arts Membership Formula for Direct Mail Member 

Acquisition 

Consistent introductory discount offer on base level of membership 

(list all levels up to $3,000 on reply form)

Personalized closed face carrier 

4-page letter with expanded information on benefits balanced with a 

mission-based case for support

Benefits insert highlighting the membership experience, not just 

featuring what the benefits are

Upcoming program insert/philanthropic mission insert 
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Direct Mail Acquisition

SAMPLE PACKAGES
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Acquisition Program – Sample Packages
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Acquisition Program – Sample Packages
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Acquisition Program – Sample Packages
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Telemarketing Acquisition
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Multiple Ways to Implement:

On-site

 Staff callers

 Volunteer callers

 Professional firm

Off-site

 Partner with professional firm

 Ask for references and actually call them

 Go train callers in person – inspire partnership!

 Monitor frequently

Telemarketing Acquisition
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Acquisition Program – Sample TM Script

 

INTRODUCTION:  Hello, May I speak with Mr/Ms_____?  Mr/Ms______, my name is (your first and last name) and I am 
calling on behalf of ORGANIZATION from TELEMARKETING FIRM.  This call may be monitored or recorded for my 
quality as a professional fundraiser.   I am not calling to sell you tickets or subscriptions today/this evening. 

SINGLE TICKET BUYERS:  I wanted to first thank you for your patronage to the ORGANIZATION. (I see that you attended some of 
our ____ performances and I hope you’ve enjoyed your experiences with us.) 

SUBSCRIBERS:  I wanted to first thank you for your patronage to the ORGANIZATION. I see that you are a season-ticket 
subscriber and I hope you’ve enjoyed your experiences with us. 

WEB NAMES: (please read verbatim):  I wanted to first thank you for your patronage to the ORGANIZATION.  I see that you 
created an e-patron account on our website.   

This year, the ORGANIZATION has a spectacular season of performances including _______!   

(Highlight 2-3 performances based on prospect’s area(s) of interest.)  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

2010/2011 SEASON -  UPCOMING PERFORMANCES HIGHLIGHTS 
 

SEASON PROGRAM LISTED HERE 
 

 

SAMPLE TELEMARKETING ACQUISITION SCRIPT 

 

CASE FOR MEMBERSHIP / FIRST ASK - $120 LEVEL ($80 tax-deductible): 

As you may know, bringing the world’s greatest artists and performances to the ORGANIZATION, as well as exposing millions of children 
each year to the performing arts requires substantial resources.   

Because ticket sales and subscriptions only cover half of our current program needs, we are extending a special invitation for you to 
become a MEMBER of the ORGANIZATION. 

When you become a Member, you receive benefits that make your evenings here more enjoyable, including the ability to purchase tickets 
for all ORGANIZATION presentations before they go on sale to the general public. And because our important artistic and education 
programs are dependent on support from the community, the _______Foundation has agreed to match $1 for every $2 you contribute at 
this time! 

Mr/Ms____, our first suggested level of membership is the $120 _________ LEVEL, which includes: access to our Member Lounges – 
which offer complimentary refreshments and a more private area to meet with your guests 45 minutes before curtain and during 
performance intermissions.   

You would also receive 4 parking coupons, each good for a one-time $2 discount off the regular parking rate in our expanded garage!  
(We understand that many of our patrons are concerned about parking prices so we’ve added this special benefit as thank you for your 
support at this level.) 

SYMPHONY PATRONS: You would also receive an invitation for two to attend one Symphony working rehearsal. 

THEATRE PATRONS: You would also receive an invitation for two to attend an exclusive backstage theatre event. 

Mr/Ms____, the ______ level comes with a gift of $120 -- and $80 of that is tax-deductible.   

Considering these wonderful benefits, as well as the importance of keeping the performing arts and arts education strong in our 
area, may we count on you to join us as a ___________ with a gift of $120? 

Same offer as DM 

package.

No cold calling – only 

warm prospects 

(ticket buyers, event 

attendees, lapsed 

members)

Conversational tone –

ask what they like 

about the organization

THREE asks!

Pleasant close to call
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Email Acquisition
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SAMPLE Email 

Look and feel similar to DM 

package

Same messaging and ask

Sent to in-house prospect lists
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WHEN?

Acquisition 101
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When? Test and find out! 

Can be different for each channel

Just prior to a big exhibition opening, or right after?  Or both?

New leadership just arrived?  New programs about to start?

Fundraising environment can fluctuate drastically – best to spread 

out campaigns to mitigate risk
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Final Thoughts

Acquisition serves a valuable role in an organization’s 

growth plan – as well as additional marketing/PR 

outreach

Membership acquisition programs can be a direct source 

of major donors and planned gifts – don’t forget to 

include these gifts when evaluating cost-effectiveness of 

the program

Acquisition should be implemented across multiple 

channels in order to engage the most people
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Final Thoughts

People give to people.  Make sure solicitations sound 

like they’re coming from a human being not an 

organization

Be sure to say “THANK YOU” as soon as possible, and 

continue to keep members engaged.  

Acquisition is only the first step in what should be a 

long relationship!
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Thank you!
David Saunders, Director of Membership 

Smithsonian National Museum of the American Indian

P.O. Box 23473, Washington, DC 20026-3473

Philadelphia, PA 19106

202.633.6602 

SaundersDF@si.edu

Kerri Kerr, Senior Vice President 

Avalon Consulting Group

2030 M Street, NW Suite 700

Washington, DC 20036

202.429.6080 x116

kerrik@avalonconsulting.net

Dara Igersheim, Account Director

Avalon Consulting Group

2030 M Street, NW Suite 700

Washington, DC 20036

202.429.6080 x118

darar@avalonconsulting.net


